in one unbreakable chain of being" and that "by the mere fact of existing you take your rightful place in a miraculous, inter-connected system called the world 345-365. [examines the various poetic voices embedded in Stevens's "not ideas about the thing but the thing itself," including Whitman's "Bardic Symbols" ("as i ebb'd"), which Stevens calls upon in his poem "as precedent and solace."] Cooney, Kevin patrick. "Bachelor reformers: Self-reliance, marriage, and utopia in the antebellum era." ph.D. Dissertation, university of California, los angeles, 2010. [examines "antebellum bachelorhood" in the context of "the american communitarian movement of the 1840s," looking at the ways that bachelor narrators and characters "explore questions of marriage, sexuality, and reform": Chapter 4, "Sleepless nights: Whitman's Bachelor letters and Free-love poetry" (212-256), argues that "Whitman's conception of bachelorhood diverges" from the usual patterns, and examines his "letters from a travelling Bachelor" as a precursor to "his configuration of marriage, free love, and male sexuality in 'Enfans d'Adam' and 'Calamus.'"] Fenton, elizabeth, and Valerie rohy. "Whitman, lincoln, and the union of men. " ESQ 55 (2009), 237-267. [picks up on Dana nelson's claim that, in the u.S., "the presidential body . . . becomes a site onto which citizens can displace the tensions of state and local difference and through which they can forge imaginary bonds with one another," and goes on to argue "that homoeroticism is a central component of this representational structure, one that becomes most visible in times of national crisis"; begins by reading "a graphic response to the nullification Crisis within the context of early national figurations of the federal government and its presidency to show that male marriage is an important trope within the discourse of national cohesion," then "turns to visual culture surrounding the 1865 death of lincoln, including a popular carte de visite showing lincoln ascending to heaven in Washington's embrace, which echoes this tropology," and then "turns to Whitman's poems and prose about the fallen president, focusing particularly on his elegy 'When lilacs last in the Dooryard Bloom'd,'" arguing that, "while readers have long recognized the queer eros in 'lilacs,' that erotic cathexis is often seen as singular, rather than symptomatic of a larger nationalist tropology of male love," and contending "that Whitman's work makes explicit what was already implicit in the discourse of u.S. nationhood: namely, that the survival of the nation depends upon an eroticized progression of male bodies."] Folker, Brian. "the photograph and the parenthesis: Walt Whitman, Walter Benjamin, and the management of time in 'Song of myself.'" Arizona Quarterly 67 (Summer 2011), 1-21. [examines two visual elements in the 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass-the frontispiece "daguerreotype portrait of Whitman" and the parentheses around line 304 of the long poem eventually entitled "Song of myself" ("miserable! i do not laugh at your oaths nor jeer you")-and meditates on their significance, using "Walter Benjamin's meditations on technology and history"; finds that the portrait, "though strikingly modern, nevertheless reinforces the ideology of romantic mysticism that underlies the poetry itself" and finds that the parentheses break the "forward momentum" of the poem and give a "fairly dramatic" visual dimension to Whitman's decision to "extend his sympathy to a lone individual," rendering the line a key to understanding the "paradoxical dynamic between individual and collective" in the poem, since "the parenthetical line about the prostitute must remain stubbornly unassimilated by Whitman's assertions concerning the one life, an indigestible mote persisting through the great, roiling tract of 'Song of myself. [examines "the overlapping discourses of avatar found in milton Bradley's 1860 The Checkered Game of Life and Walt Whitman's 'Song of myself,'" arguing that "the same avatar-like perspective on self that was so integral to Bradley's game" is visible in Whitman's Leaves of Grass, since Whitman "specifically frames lyric agency as a kind of avatar positionality with regard to social choices," thus allowing us to see "Whitman's voracious 'i' . . . as an avatar within an algorithmic poem," giving the reader "an opportunity to define a self that chooses, that decides among complex but limited collections of subject-positions within the american social milieu"; proposes that "Whitman makes a subtle intervention into nineteenth-century debates on characterization-moving the conversation beyond romantic lockean notions of the self as a passive vessel and toward the same avatar-type self that Bradley imagines in Life," thus "giv[ing] us considerable insight into the manner in which agency was being reimagined in the midcentury moment."] hatch, Doxey. "'i tramp a perpetual Journey': Walt Whitman's insights for psychology." Journal of Humanistic Psychology 51 (January 2011), 7-27.
[argues that in his poetry "Whitman addressed many issues of critical importance to psychology, anticipating insights that were formulated systematically by psychologists only much later and pointing toward concepts that are currently on the cutting edge of innovation," including the rejection of "mind-body dualism," advocating "a holistic perspective consistent with modern physics," pointing out "the interdependence among individual humans that informs sociobiology, family systems theory, and transpersonal psychology," creating an "expansive sense of his own identity [that] is of particular relevance to our culture preoccupied with self-esteem," and anticipating "constructivist epistemology, sexual egalitarianism, multiculturalism, and postmodernism," while also offering, in his "comments about his relationship with the reader," relevant insights "about the relationship between therapists and clients."] [Seeks to look beyond the "redemptive reading" of Whitman's wartime writings and strives to pay more attention "to the author's moments of doubt" captured in his "prosaic rendering of the war"; offers "a contrastive analysis of Drum-Taps and Specimen Days," seeing the poems "largely follow[ing] the optimistic trajectory" and the prose "riddled with unresolved tensions"; argues that "the experimental thrust of Whitman's autobiography makes it an early example of modernist historiography," one that betrays "the author's skepticism towards the function and value of artistic practice, and particularly literature."] marrs, Cody. "Whitman's latencies: hegel and the politics of time in Leaves of Grass." Arizona Quarterly 67 (Spring 2011), 47-72. [Suggests that the change in Whitman's poetry from antebellum to postbellum work has to do with "a transformation of its temporal vision, a restructuring that takes shape as a turn away from the early verse's 'now-time' in favor of a teleological 'not-yet,'" as the Civil War changes Whitman "from being a poet of the conjuncture to an oracle of the imminent," shifting Leaves from "a vast song of the present into a chant of and for the future"; argues that Whitman's later work does not represent a "decline" but rather a "re-forming of his verse by way of a philosophy of history," leading him to reimagine "the political . . . temporally," discarding "an organic idea of national synchrony and embrac[ing] a more linear, teleological model of national becoming," "predicated on a more or less hegelian idea of fruition."] [Works to assemble gertrude Stein's "repeated and emphatic claims about Whitman into a coherent picture," noting that she "mentioned Whitman at least five separate times, and in fact, she explicitly claims-long before most of Whitman's critics did-that Whitman is what alan trachtenberg calls our first and most important 'precipitant of the modern'"; acknowledges that "we cannot really know with a strong degree of certainty how Stein read Whitman," but "we can be clearer . . . about the points of relation between their writing," especially as evident in Stein's interest "in establishing as broad as possible of a system for comprehending diverse human behavior," "recognizing the vital singularity of strong personalities at the margins," and bringing "those powerful individuals closer to a new definition of centrality"-"to broaden the scope of the normal."] nichols, John. The "S" Word: A Short History of an American Tradition . . . Socialism. Brooklyn: Verso, 2011. [Chapter one, "'more of a Socialist than i thought': Walt Whitman and a Very american ism" (1-24), recounts horace traubel's conversations with Whitman discussing Whitman's appearance in a British socialist journal and his views on socialism, recalls Whitman's socialist disciples, mentions Whitman's admiration of radical thinkers like Fanny Wright and the ways Whitman "embraced elements of the radicalism that was all around him," and focuses on Whitman's comment that he was, "intrinsically," "more of a socialist than i thought"; examines Whitman's views in the context of today's often-expressed view that socialism is somehow un-american.] olidort, Shoshana. "Whitman in yiddish, Soon posted online." Forward (new york, ny) (may 20, 2011), 16. [reports that "many Jewish poets drew inspiration from and were influenced by Whitman, and quite a few took to translating his work into yiddish," and notes that matt miller will be working "to put yiddish translations of Whitman" on the online Walt Whitman Archive (www.whitmanarchive.org).] o'neill, Bonnie Carr. "the personal public Sphere of Whitman's 1840s Journalism." PMLA 126 (october 2011), 983-998.
[examines "Whitman's journalism from the period 1840 to 1842 as the primary expression of his developing vision of a public life that is equally committed to the model of critical discourse associated with the public sphere and to the close attention to public individuals that characterizes celebrity"; analyzes Whitman's "aggressively argumentative style typical of the penny papers," especially "his attacks on Bishop John hughes" that "incited readers' accusations of anti-Catholic bigotry and nativism," and looks at his cultivation of "his flâ-neur persona, through which he projected an authoritative vision of the life exhibited in new york's public spaces," in order to elucidate "the dynamic tension between commercialized institutional or cultural authority and personal judgment that motivates and complicates antebellum public [examines the "politics" of Swinburne's poetry ("his 'cosmopolitan republican' poetics"), using as a test case his "transatlantic engagement with Walt Whitman's poetics," arguing that we do not find Swinburne's true attitude toward Whitman in "his pointedly mean spirited critique, 'Whitmania' (1887)," but rather in "some of his most memorable poetry [like Tristram of Lyonesse] , in between the lines of which the figure of Whitman looms large and variously as an exemplar, an interlocutor, and adversary," and where we most clearly can see Swinburne's "balancing [of] patriotic and cosmopolitan loyalties": "in the process of this dialogue with Whitman's poetics-itself a transatlantic expansion of the polemic on the intellectual and moral narrowness of english poetic criticism-Swinburne as a cosmopolitan republican poet wrestles with the increasing density and scope of the challenges confronting poets in Britain in the post-1867 era."] Schuman, William. "a Free Song." The Pulitzer Project [CD] . Chicago:
Cedille, 2011. [World premiere recording of the first-ever winner of the pulitzer prize for music, Schuman's 1943 "secular cantata," a setting of parts of Whitman's "long, too long america," "look Down, Fair moon," and "Song of the Banner at Day-Break"; performed by the grant park orchestra, conducted by Carlos Kalmar.]
